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We’ve reached a turning point for the
DDMoRe consortium this Summer ’16.
The main products around the repository
and the framework we were developing
and much of the content we promised
to release is now in the public domain.
Hence, it’s time to promote the added
benefit DDMoRe will bring to modellers
in the world.
It wasn’t an easy task, but for the last 5
years an enthusiastic group of developers and key stakeholders from the PKPD
modelling community have pulled a puzzle together. Proof has been made that
it is possible to design new languages
and standards to have modellers and
models of different proveniences talk to
each other, allowing for a nearly unconstrained exchange of information, context
and knowledge within a model informed
framework that has not been seen before.
The framework and the repository have
reached an impressive level of maturity,
which allows us now to engage with a
wider stakeholder base to disseminate
those products and show the community
the value DDMoRe products can bring
to model informed drug discovery and
development (MID3)*. During the last
few months, before the IMI consortium
life cycle comes to an end, we will fill a
few more gaps in the current implementations. After that, the consortium will
evolve into the DDMoRe Foundation ensuring a path to long term sustainability,
a new lifecycle of further developments
can be initiated, and new partners can be
engaged.

What has been accomplished is clear: a
content rich library of models, easily accessible, searchable, supporting analysts
around the world to access their co-workers’ models. Those are safely stored in the
repository at http://repository.ddmore.
eu, having achieved a comprehensive
qualification to ensure their reproducibility in most cases. Furthermore, the
modelling framework is in place, can be
downloaded at http://www.ddmore.eu/
beta-release-interoperability-framework
and is under testing to this latest moment
to achieve stable and public open source
instances.
Since the beginning of DDMoRe activities are accompanied by associated training efforts. Beyond the many class room
training courses given at academic centers around Europe, multi-media materials have been produced to reach a wider
audience with this year’s final full day
workshop at PAGE in Lisbon providing
the community insight into all aspects
DDMoRe touched.
Over the past 5 years the DDMoRe consortium established a collaboration
among modellers unequalled elsewhere.
With the creation of the DDMoRe Foundation, we wish that these fruitful partnerships will continued to be nurtured to
benefit MID3 and therapeutic use, for a
long time to come.

Executive team DDMoRe
Further information:
Podcast: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1002/%28IS
SN%292163-8306/homepage/podcasts.htm

*MID3: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/enhanced/doi/10.1002/
psp4.12049
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model annotation system that is fully integrated in the
user-interface which facilitates browsing for models of
interest. Modellers have access to a contextual help
menu, on-line tutorials as well as a forum to post any
questions.

Why DDMoRe Repository?
How often do you need to write model code starting
from scratch? While reading a publication, how often could you guess how the model was written? And
when you tried it… some details were missing, not all
assumptions defined or the structure of the data not
described? If you wanted to test that model, how long
did it take you to implement and test it on your own
dataset?
While it is rare to find an exact model that could be
applied again and again on different datasets, we believe that having a basic model as a first test, readyto-be used, will definitely save you time. The overall
aim of the DDMoRe Model Repository is specifically
to serve those daily needs, a service no other tool on
the market offers. The repository has been developed
to enable access to curated and shared knowledge for
the benefit of model-informed drug discovery, development and usage. The DDMoRe repository has been
developed with EU funding for the world-wide scientific community.

As of today, the Model Repository (http://repository.
ddmore.eu/) is an open, publicly-available, free-to-use
platform. It is indexed, fully searchable and filled by
more than 70 models. The repository is web-based and
facilitates collaborative modelling work, offering your
team a safe environment to share private models. It
provides a simple user-interface with access to version
history and an automatic check of completeness before model publishing. The repository offers a curated

To ensure that models published in the DDMoRe Model Repository can be used safely, a Model Qualification Procedure (MQP) has been developed to validate
models with a DDMoRe model certification. The MQP
is a review process performed by qualified experts,
the Modelling Review Group (MRG) with the aim of
ensuring the technical validity of the model and its
correspondence with the associated publication. Certification is requested by individual modellers, and successful submissions are granted DDMoRe certification,
confirming that the information provided by the submitter is complete and clear, and that the code functions properly. DDMoRe certification will be shown on
the repository, with a short model review report.
The certification process provides benefits to model
community, guaranteeing understandable documentation and that the model can be safely used for its intended purpose. The open access models also provide
valuable examples of different modelling approaches.
While the DDMoRe repository is a mature product, it
will continue to be developed. It is anticipated that, by
August 2016, the repository will have the functionality

for modellers to provide more complete annotations
of their models, and a proof-of-concept model certification will be performed on a few model entries.
Would you like contribute to the community? With the
DDMoRe repository, you can benefit from work done
by others and at the same time you can actively support the community. Think about all of your own publications, oral presentations or posters you list on your
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resume, and all the models you have developed. Which
of those models could be of interest for others? Perhaps you could agree with the co-authors of your paper
to share in the Model Respository the code for a model
you have already published, to help other modellers
trying to execute it? You could forward this newsletter
and share your experience with your colleague from
the US, Japan, China or elsewhere?
DDMoRe’s model repository is the only tool that enables the modelling community to share efficiently curated knowledge; its growth and success depends on
each of you. Let’s build our repository together!

The power of standards
At the outset of the DDMoRe project we agreed that
lack of standards and interoperability across modelling
tools was leading to inefficiency and rework, limiting
the modelling community’s ability to integrate, share
and reuse knowledge and models. As we reach the end
of the project, we will have created standards for:
i) facilitating communication between analysts about
structural and statistical models, independent of any
software tool - using the Model Description Language (MDL)
ii) conveying modelling information relevant for
translation of these models to target software - using
the Pharmacometrics Markup Language (PharmML)
iii) collecting output from target software in a unified
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and readily accessible form using the Standard Output (SO) format, and
iv) describing probability distributions and their interrelationships using the knowledge base ProbOnto.
We have demonstrated that a wide variety of models
can be encoded using these standards - in the Use Cases that we share with the MDL-IDE and also through
models encoded in MDL in the DDMoRe repository
(http://repository.ddmore.eu). The SO format gathers
information from analysis output, making it easier to
report consistently in R, and allows us to pass information between modelling and simulation steps, as well
as from one tool to another. Together, we are confident
that these tools will facilitate integration of existing and
new software, and form the core standards for interoperability and communication of models and modelling
outcomes.
During the project we have shown how our DDMoRe
standards – MDL, PharmML and the SO – facilitate interoperability across some key modelling and simulation tools (NONMEM, Monolix, WinBUGS, PsN and R
packages such as simulx (mlxR), Xpose). New tools have
evolved over the lifetime of the DDMoRe project – for
example, STAN now includes support for PK and PKPD
models expressed as ODEs, and there are many new R
packages supporting modelling and simulation tasks,
such as PKPDsim, mrgsolve, RxODE and nlmixr.
For each tool there is a slightly different way of defining the model. The DDMoRe standards can be used to
provide a consistent input and output from these tools,
so that they can be quickly integrated into the analyst’s
toolkit. The SBML standard has been widely adopted
within the systems biology domain as the standard
for expressing models and integrating a wide variety
of tools. It is our intention for the DDMoRe standards
drive development and innovation of new tools in the
same way within the pharmacometrics world.
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The DDMoRe Interoperability Framework can be integrated within
high-performance Corporate IT environments
The DDMoRe InterOperability Framework (IOF) enables modellers to run end-to-end analyses involving
several target software tools from within a single R
script. The initial release in Dec ‘15 supported estimation in NONMEM and Monolix, diagnostics in Xpose,
VPC and bootstrap using PsN, and simulation in
simulx. The upcoming next release this summer will
integrate additional target software tools for simulation (SimCyp), optimal design (PFIM and PopED) and
Bayesian estimation (WinBUGS).
An initial beta version of the IOF was made available
as a stand-alone component for installation on a single
laptop/desktop computer. Through a series of pilots
within the DDMoRe project we have demonstrated
how the IOF can be integrated within high-performance
corporate IT environments, in order to use the computing power and job scheduling/load balancing features
available therein. The pilots aim to demonstrate integration in a range of different environments, both in
terms of OS, client/server setup and grid/cluster technology. We have demonstrated at one industry partner that the IOF can be installed on a Windows laptop
(GUI and R on local client) that connects to a high-per-

formance Linux server with job scheduling in LSF for
estimation in NONMEM (remote server execution).
At a number of industry partners we are working on
an IOF Linux server installation (GUI and R on remote
server) that connects to a high-performance Linux grid
with job scheduling implemented in Univa/SGE for estimation in Monolix and NONMEM (remote grid execution), which will be finalized by the end of August ‘16.
Integration within high-performance corporate IT environments, as demonstrated by our pilots, is essential
to reduce computation time for a single task and to
enable performing multiple tasks in parallel, e.g. when
performing a bootstrap. As of today, the IOF associated with the MDL offers an easy insight into key model
features, a reduced risk of coding errors, a smooth way
of executing inter-operable models in different target
software tools, and the possibility to integrate all modelling tasks from start to end via a single R script. By
integrating the IOF into a high-performance corporate
IT environment we anticipate modellers will further
enhance their efficiency to produce reproducible analyses and high-quality results.
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Pharmacometrics Workflow
Pharmacometric data analysis is a complex and multifactorial task. Keeping track of all the steps in analyses
in a project and coherently documenting them afterwards is challenging, not to mention tedious, errorprone and time-consuming.
Wouldn’t it be great if there was something that could
do all of that for you, quietly, efficiently and robustly?
Something that could use the information it silently collects to generate tables of runs, and of assumptions?
Something that could guide peer review, inform quality
control, and provide a complete audit trail? Wouldn’t
it be great if it were based on established standards
and MID3 principles*, and for each component of your
analysis, could tell you which other components – datasets, scripts, model runs, decisions, assumptions – it
depended on, and if it were changed or broken, what
else would be broken as well?
The DDMoRe MID3 Workflow standard defines crossplatform, robust support for tracking, reporting and informing the replication of elements of a modelling and
simulation project across all phases of drug discovery
and development, either in part or as an entire analysis.
It is based on the concept of provenance, which defines
the relationships between entities and activities in a
more useful and comprehensive way than traditional
workflow tools. We have adapted and expanded the
Word Wide Web Consortium’s PROV-O standard1 for
pharmacometric applications to achieve this.
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We intend to launch a free, open source software implementation at the end of August 2016. This first release will deliver a core set of functionality, and we
believe it will provide a convincing demonstration of
the concept and provide a solid foundation for further
development. Additional features will be available in
future releases, and demonstrations of the technology
will soon be incorporated into other third-party software tools such as Mango Development Solutions’ Navigator2 and Scinteco’s Improve3. Development of our
own open source tool will be supported through the
DDMoRe Foundation, and we hope to see the standard take root across the rest of the increasingly vibrant
pharmacometrics software ecosystem. Although benefiting from the DDMoRe environment and infrastructure if available, the standards and tools are able to
stand by themselves.
There are numerous reasons why applying the concepts
of MID3 Workflow makes sense (besides giving analysts
more time to do science). Within industry, capturing
workflow information is a good way to retain and transfer knowledge, supporting model continuity for transition and translation phases, and is essential for ensuring
quality. Such an approach can also support regulatory
submission by recording metadata and other source
(input) information; modelling and simulation outputs,
assumptions, extrapolation, interpretation, decisions
and documentation.
We believe strongly in the potential of this approach,
and hope you’ll be equally inspired when MID3 Workflow arrives at the end of August!
www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/

1

www.mango-solutions.com/wp/products-services/products/navigator/

2

www.scinteco.com/

3
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Get started - become a competent user of DDMoRe products
Over the last 5 years, the DDMoRe consortium has
been dedicated to developing and setting new standards for languages and tools to improve the efficiency
of Model-Informed Drug Discovery and Development
(MID3). On this journey, the DDMoRe public face-toface courses and workshops have played a core role in
raising awareness and dissemination of the products to
attract DDMoRe followers and users.
The workshops have provided comprehensive training on the new DDMoRe products and illustrated how
these can be integrated into your daily work. Additionally, the courses have facilitated a suitable environment
to test the DDMoRe products with a broader audience
and to collect feedback regarding the users’ expectations. To acquire knowledge, skills and understanding
of DDMoRe products for MID3 activities, the comprehensive face-to-face courses offer an intensive 5-day
training, split into an introductory part on the DDMoRe
products followed by state-of-the-art case studies from
a specific therapeutic area.
Within the Foundation training will be provided using
a modular concept of seminars, interactive demonstrations, group discussions and hands-on sessions, developed to enable us to efficiently adapt our training to
customer-specific needs. The training will cover both
basic and advanced technical aspects, as well as therapeutic area-driven examples to build an understanding
of problem-solving and decision-making. Material from
the courses is currently being compiled to create webbased training, enabling everyone a quick start to use
DDMoRe’s products.
This training concept has been developed and consolidated in a joint collaboration between academic and industry partners during the course of the project. AstraZeneca (Sweden), Freie Universität Berlin (Germany),
Leiden University (The Netherlands), University of Navarra (Spain), University of Pavia (Italy) and Uppsala University (Sweden) have successfully organised a series
of face-to-face courses covering some key therapeutic
areas: cardiovascular safety, CNS diseases, diabetes, infectious diseases and oncology.
“… a great idea, you first learn the DDMORE platform …,
and after that apply to a specific field, with examples and
hands-on.”
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Over 60 professionals from all over the world, including
researchers/scientists from
industry, academia, regulatory agencies and health care
providers have already taken
advantage of DDMoRe faceto-face training. The MID3 in
Oncology (advanced) course
(4-8 July 2016, Università degli Studi di Pavia) will close
this series of courses.
Don’t miss this last chance for
a free training – become a competent user of the most
advanced DDMoRe products!

DDMoRe Foundation
In May 2016, the DDMoRe Foundation became a legal
entity, based in the Netherlands with a Board of 5 members; Marylore Chenel, Lutz Harnisch, Mats Karlsson,
Paolo Magni and Peter Milligan. This article provides an
outline of the Boards’ agenda from now to the end of
the DDMoRe Consortium and into the Foundation era.
The DDMoRe Foundation will have a set of very distinct
design principles from the DDMoRe Consortium. The
DDMoRe Foundation is conceived to be:
Sustainable: Able to maintain and grow both standards and infrastructure for the benefit of the global
community over time
Representative: Of a broad range of organisation
categories within the global community
Easily accessible: Organisations can easily become
Foundation Partners and derive benefit from both
the public domain and Foundation Partner specific
content/output
Financially viable: Able to generate sufficient revenue to cover costs
Not for profit: Reinvesting income in maintaining/
improving standards and infrastructure for the
community
Not competitive: Not a competitor for commercial
suppliers, but seeding competition to improve tools
for the community
Independent: Autonomous, not relying on financing from, or viewpoint of a particular institution(s)
Efficient: “Lean and mean” organisation, able to
make and act on decisions
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The current focus of the Foundation Board is to finalise and publish a detailed, fully resourced and costed
strategic plan for the Foundation era. This process is illustrated in the figure below.
Currently activities are centred on the blue box where
DDMoRe Consortium deliverables and complementary
non-DDMoRe areas of interest are being evaluated. The
result of this process will determine what public domain
elements of the DDMoRe Consortium will continue to
be supported and maintained by the DDMoRe Foundation, what elements of the DDMoRe Consortium can
be further developed and maintained by the DDMoRe
Foundation for the benefit of Foundation Partners, and
what elements outside of the DDMoRe Consortium
should be further developed by the DDMoRe Foundation for the benefit of Foundation Partners.
The output from this evaluation process will be a business plan that comprises three scenarios. The goal
of the first scenario is to ensure continuity of use for
the important public domain deliverables from the
DDMoRe Consortium and provide the Foundation “early adopters” with a range of benefits that make this an
attractive proposition. The details of these benefits will
be communicated very soon; for Pharmaceutical Companies they are likely to include a private instance of
the repository, standards and convertors that support
distributed job management, model code checks and
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user support, customised priority training, and communication tools that are targeted at a variety of different stakeholder groups. These components will also
be available to Academic Departments which will also
benefit from a range of mechanisms to enhance their
ability to access data. An additional benefit for early
adopters will be the opportunity to lobby for and shape
the Foundation priorities with respect to Standards, the
Repository, Certification/Qualification, Interoperability,
Workflow and Training.
The second and third scenarios will emphasise and deliver on two key design principles: how to sustain standards and infrastructure while reinvesting income for the
benefit of the global community.
As the Foundation grows it will develop into the leading
contributor to, and enabler of, Model Informed Drug
Discovery & Development (MID3)*. The adoption of
DDMoRe-related standards and the sharing of models,
data and expertise across industry, academia and regulatory agencies will substantially benefit MID3, since
all are necessary to construct the quantitative framework** described in the Good Practice publication.
For additional information, comments or questions on
the DDMoRe Foundation please feel free to contact any
of the board members.

Futher information:
*Good Practices in Model-Informed Drug Discovery and Development: Practice, Application, and Documentation, EFPIA MID3 Workgroup, Marshall et al. CPT:
Pharmacometrics System Pharmacology 2016, MID3: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/enhanced/doi/10.1002/psp4.12049
** “….for prediction and extrapolation cantered on knowledge and inference generated from integrated models of compound, mechanism, and disease level
data aimed at improving the quality, efficiency, and cost-effectiveness of decision-making.”
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